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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we continue our study initiated in [4] on positive
solutions of the system
{
2[(d1+\12v) u]+u(a1&b1u&c1 v)=0
2[(d2+\21u) v]+v(a2&b2u&c2v)=0
in 0,
u
& }0=0,
in 0,
v
& } 0=0,
(1.1)
where 2=Ni=1 
2x2i is the Laplace operator, 0 is a bounded smooth
domain in RN, 0 is the boundary of 0, and & is the outward unit normal
vector on 0.
The system (1.1) was proposed by Shigesada et al. [13] to model
segregation of interacting species, where u and v represent the densities of
two competing species, hence only non-negative u and v are of interest. The
constants dj , aj , bj , and cj ( j=1, 2) are all positive, where d1 , d2 are the
diffusion rates of these two species, a1 , a2 denote their intrinsic growth
rates, b1 and c2 account for intra-specific competitions, and b2 and c1 are
the coefficients of inter-specific competitions. The constants \12 and \21 are
non-negative, and they are referred as cross-diffusion pressures. We refer to
[13] for more background about (1.1).
Previous work on the system (1.1) includes [2, 48, 15] and the referen-
ces therein, and we refer to the introduction part of [4] for a more detailed
description. In paper [4], we established various multidimensional exist-
ence and non-existence results on non-constant positive solutions of (1.1).
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In particular, we have the following result, which is a special case of
Theorem 1.4 of [4].
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that b1 b2>a1a2>12(b1 b2+c1 c2) holds, and
that *k has odd multiplicity for some k1, where 0=*0<*1< } } } denote
the eigenvalues of &2 subject to homogeneous Neumann boundary condition.
Then there exist some positive constants C1=C1(aj , bj , cj)<C2=
C2(aj , bj , c j), and 41=41(d1 , aj , bj , cj , \21) such that for any d1>0, \210
and d2 # (C1 , C2), (1.1) has at least a non-constant positive solution provided
that \1241 .
Roughly speaking, Theorem 1.1 implies that in the ‘‘weak’’ competition
case, with one of the diffusion rates appropriately given, we can expect to
eventually find non-constant solutions of (1.1) if the corresponding cross-
diffusion pressure keeps increasing. This is in strong contrast to the case
\12=\21=0, where it is well known that if b1b2>a1 a2>c1 c2 , then (1.1)
has no non-constant positive solution no matter what d1 and d2 are.
A natural question arises: What are the limiting profiles of non-constant
positive solutions of (1.1) when \12 is sufficiently large? It is the main
purpose of this paper to address this problem.
One key ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is the a priori estimate
max
0
u
a1
b1 \1+
\12
d1
a1
c1 + , max0 v
a2
c2 \1+
\21
d2
a2
b2+ . (1.2)
However, to study the profiles of these solutions when \12  , we need
a priori estimates which are independent of large \12 . Indeed, such kind of
estimates have also appeared in [4]. For instance, we have shown that (see
(2.8) in [4])
max
0
(uv)min {a1b1 \
d1
\12
+
a1
c1 + ,
a2
c2 \
d2
\21
+
a2
b2+= . (1.3)
The estimate (1.3) motivates us to find more precise a priori estimates
which are independent of \12 . In this connection we have
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that N3. For any small ’>0, there exist a
small $0>0 and a large C0>0, both depending only on aj , bj , cj ( j=1, 2)
and ’, such that if d2’ and \21 d2$0 , then for any positive solution (u, v)
of (1.1), we have max[&u& , &v&]C0 .
Theorem 1.2, as a special case of Theorem 2.3 below, appears to be new
even in the case \21=0. Again, the key point here is that $0 and C0 are
independent of \12 , which allows us to let \12   in (1.1).
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As an application of Theorem 1.2, we include the following non-existence
result.
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that N3, a1a2{b1 b2 , and a1 a2{c1 c2 .
There exists a small $1=$1(aj , bj , cj)>0 such that if max[1d2 , \21d2]
$1 , then (1.1) has no non-constant positive solution.
Theorem 1.3 implies that if the diffusion does not cooperate, increasing
one of the cross-diffusion pressures may not help in creating non-constant
positive solutions of (1.1). We should point out that Theorem 1.3 com-
plements well various previous results, i.e., Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 in [4]
(and thus Theorem 1.1 above).
The a priori bounds in Theorem 1.2 are also crucial in investigating the
limiting profiles of non-constant positive solutions of (1.1). In fact, when
\12 is sufficiently large, all positive solutions of (1.1) can be classified. Let
(ui , vi) be positive non-constant solutions of (1.1) with \12=\12, i . Then we
have
Theorem 1.4. Suppose that N3, a1 a2{b1 b2 , a1a2{c1 c2 , and
a2 d2{*k for any k1. There exists a small $2=$2(aj , bj , c j , dj)>0 such
that if \21$2 , then as \12, i  , by passing to a subsequence if necessary,
either (ui , \12, ivi) converges uniformly to (u, v), where (u, v) is a positive
solution of the system
{2[(d1+v) u]+u(a1&b1u)=0v(a2&b2u)=0
in 0, u& |0=0,
in 0, v& | 0=0,
(1.4)
or (ui , vi) converges to ({w, w), where {>0, and (w, {) satisfies
{
d22w+w(a2&c2w)&b2{=0, w>0 in 0, w& |0=0,
(1.5)
|
0
(1w)(a1&(b1{)w&c1w)=0.
Theorem 1.4, as a special case of Theorem 4.1, implies that non-constant
positive solutions of (1.1) are of two types when \12 is large. In fact, what
really matter are the ratios of cross-diffusion versus diffusion, i.e., \12 d1
and \21 d2 . In Theorem 4.1, we obtain a more general classification result
which allows d1 , d2 , \12 , and \21 to vary simultaneously. It seems that the
limiting problems (1.4) and (1.5) are also important in understanding the
dynamics of solutions of this cross-diffusion model.
The next two results imply that, under suitable assumptions, both types
of solutions in Theorem 1.4 exist. Furthermore, as can be seen from our
proofs, they are closely related to spiky solutions of certain semilinear
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elliptic equations, and such spiky solutions are certainly very much
different from solutions with internal transition layers, which were studied
in previous works, e.g., [2, 8, 15].
Theorem 1.5. Suppose that N=1, a1 a2>b1 b2 . There exists a small
d

>0 such that for any d2 # (0, d
], we can find a large d >0 such that if
d1d , then there exists a large 42>0 such that if \1242 , (1.1) has a non-
constant positive solution (u\12 , v\12), with (u\12 , \12 v\12)  (u, v) uniformly in
[0, 1] as \12  , where (u, v) is a non-constant positive solution of (1.4).
Theorem 1.6. Suppose that N=1, either
a1
a2
# \12 \
b1
b2
+
c1
c2+ , \
1
4
b1
b2
+
3
4
c1
c2 ++ , or
a1
a2
# \\14
b1
b2
+
3
4
c1
c2+ ,
1
2 \
b1
b2
+
c1
c2 ++ .
Then there exists a small d

>0 such that for any d2 # (0, d
], we can find a
large 43>0 such that if \1243 , (1.1) has a non-constant positive solution
(u\12 , v\12), with (u\12 , v\12)  ({w, w) as \12  , where (w, {) satisfies
(1.5).
If the first alternative of Theorem 1.4 occurs, the component v converges
uniformly to zero as \12  . This implies that when the two cross-
diffusion pressures are not comparable, there is no uniform lower bound for
positive solutions of (1.1). In contrast to this phenomenon, uniform lower
bounds do exist for all positive solutions of (1.1) when the two cross-
diffusion pressures are both large and comparable. This will be discussed in
a forthcoming paper.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present some
preliminary results, which in particular cover Theorem 1.2. Theorem 1.3,
along with some other non-existence results, are established in Section 3. In
Section 4, we prove a general result, which includes Theorem 1.4 as a
special case. Finally, Theorems 1.5 and 1.6 are proved in Section 5.
This research is partially supported by the National Science Foundation.
We thank the referee for hisher helpful comments.
2. PRELIMINARIES AND A PRIORI ESTIMATES
The purpose of this section is to present some preliminary results. In
particular, we shall establish L estimates for all positive solutions of (1.1).
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A number of applications of these a priori estimates will be given in
Sections 3 and 4.
The following result is a variant of Proposition 2.2 in [4].
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that g # C(0_R1) and bj ( j=1, 2, ..., N) # C(0 ).
(i) If w # C2(0) & C1(0 ) satisfies
2w(x)+ :
N
j=1
bj (x) wxj+ g(x, w(x))0 in 0, w& | 00, (2.1)
and w(x0)=max0 w, then g(x0 , w(x0))0.
(ii) If w # C2(0) & C1(0 ) satisfies
2w(x)+ :
N
j=1
bj (x) wxj+ g(x, w(x))0 in 0, w& | 00, (2.2)
and w(x0)=min0 w, then g(x0 , w(x0))0.
Proof. We shall prove part (i) only since (ii) can be established
similarly. There are two possibilities for our consideration.
Case A. x0 # 0. Since w(x0)=max0 w, we have 2w(x0)0, and
wxj (x0)=0 for j=1, 2, ..., N. Thus the conclusion of (i) follows immediately
from (2.1).
Case B. x0 # 0. For this case, we argue by contradiction. Suppose
that g(x0 , w(x0))<0. Then by the continuity of g and w, there exists a
small open ball B in 0 with B & 0=[x0] such that g(x, w(x))<0 for all
x # B. Therefore, by (2.1), we have
2w(x)+ :
N
j=1
bjwxj>0 \x # B.
Since w(x0)=maxB w, it follows from the Hopf Boundary Lemma ([12])
that (w&)(x0)>0, which contradicts the boundary condition in (2.1).
This completes the proof. K
We next present a global Harnack inequality due to Lin, Ni, and Tagaki
[3].
Lemma 2.2. Let w be a non-negative solution of 2w+c(x)w=0, subject
to homogeneous Neumann boundary condition. Then for any p>max[N2, 1],
there exists C*=C*( p, N, 0, &c&p)>0 such that min0 wC* max0 w.
For the proof of Lemma 2.3, we refer to the proof of Lemma 4.3 in Lin,
Ni, and Tagaki [3]. Since we only require that C* depends on &c&p for
p>max[N2, 1], the proof of Lemma 4.3 of [3] needs to be modified as
follows: Instead of using the standard Harnack inequality, one needs a
more general Harnack inequality, e.g., Theorem 8.1 of Stampacchia [14].
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We want to point out that in Theorem 8.1 of [14], the constant K depends
only on &c&p provided p>max[N2, 1], and this can be seen from the
proofs of Theorems 5.1 and 8.1, together with Remarks 3.1 and 8.1 in [14].
The following a priori estimates mainly apply to the case when the two
cross-diffusion pressures are not comparable.
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that N3. For any small ’>0, if d2’ and
b21’, there exists a small $0=$0(’, ai , b1 , c2)>0 such that if \21d2
$0 , then for any positive solution (u, v) of (1.1), &u& , &v&1$0 .
Proof. Set ,=(1+(\12 d1) v) u. Then
d1 2,+u(a1&b1u&c1 v)=0 in 0, ,& |0=0. (2.3)
Let ,(x0)=max0 ,. By Lemma 2.1, u(x0)a1 b1 . Hence
max
0
,=[1+(\12 d1) v(x0)] u(x0)[1+(\12d1) max
0
v](a1 b1). (2.4)
Therefore
max
0
u
max0 ,
1+(\12 d1) min0 v

a1
b1
1+(\12d1) max0 v
1+(\12 d1) min0 v

a1
b1
max0 v
min0 v
. (2.5)
Claim. max0 vmin0 vC* (1+(\21d2) max0 u) for some positive
constant C*=C*(’, ai , b1 , c2). To establish our assertion, set =
(1+(\21 d2) u) v. Then
2+
a2&b2u&c2 v
d2+\21 u
=0 in 0, & |0=0.
Integrating the first equation of (1.1), we find
b1 |
0
u2a1 |
0
ua1 |0|12 &u&2 , (2.6)
i.e., &u&2a1 b1 |0| 12. Similarly, we can show that &v&2a2 c2 |0|12.
Therefore, since b21’ and d2’,
&(a2&b2 u&c2v)(d2+\21u)&2(a2+&u&2 ’+c2&v&2)’C, (2.7)
where C=C(’, a1 , a2 , b1 , c2). Since N3, by Lemma 2.2, we have
max
0
C* min
0
, (2.8)
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which in turn yields
max0 v
min0 v

max0 
min0 
1+(\21 d2) max0 u
1+(\21 d2) min0 u
C* \1+\21d2 max0 u+ . (2.9)
Therefore (2.5) and (2.9) imply that
max
0
u
a1
b1 \1+C*
\21
d2
max
0
u+ . (2.10)
Set $1=b1 (2a1C*). Then, if \21 d2$1 , we have max0 u2a1C* b1 . It
remains to show that v is also uniformly bounded. To this end, let
(x1)=max0 . Then, by Lemma 2.1, v(x1)a2 c2 . Hence,
max
0
vmax
0
=\1+\21d2 u(x1)+ v(x1)\1+
\21
d2
&u&+ a2c2 C. (2.11)
This completes the proof. K
Finally, we establish the following result which will be used in later
sections.
Lemma 2.4. Suppose that a1 a2{b1 b2 , a1a2{c1 c2 , and [(ui , vi)]i=1
are positive solutions of (1.1). Assume that (ui , vi)  (u , v ) uniformly as
i   for some constants u and v . Then, either
b1
b2
>
a1
a2
>
c1
c2
, or
b1
b2
<
a1
a2
<
c1
c2
;
moreover, (u , v ) is the unique positive root of a1u&b1 v&c1=
a2&b2 u&c2v=0.
We should mention here that a1u&b1 v&c1=a2&b2u&c2v=0 has a
unique positive root if and only if either
b1
b2
>
a1
a2
>
c1
c2
, or
b1
b2
<
a1
a2
<
c1
c2
.
Throughout this paper, we denote this unique positive root by (u*, v*).
Proof of Lemma 2.4. Integrating the equations of (ui , vi), we have
|
0
ui (a1&b1ui&c1v i)=|
0
vi (a2&b2 ui&c2vi)=0. (2.12)
Since (ui , vi) are positive, u and v must be non-negative.
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Claim. (u , v ) is a root of a1&b1 x&c1 y=a2&b2x&c2 y=0.
To establish this assertion, we argue by contradiction. Without loss of
generality, we may assume that a1&b1 u &c1v >0. Since ui  u and vi  v
uniformly, a1&b1 ui&c1v i>0 for all large i, which implies that
0 u i (a1&b1u i&c1 vi)>0. However, this contradicts (2.12). Hence
a1&b1 u &c1v =0, and we can show similarly that a2&b2u &c2v =0.
There are several possibilities:
(i) (u, v )=(0, 0). By our assertion, this case can not occur.
(ii) u>0 and v =0. It follows from our assertion that u =a1 b1 and
u =a2b2 . Therefore a1b1=a2 b2 , which contradicts our assumption.
(iii) u=0 and v >0. By our assertion, v =a1 c1 and v =a2 c2 . Again,
this is a contradiction.
Therefore, the only possibility is that u>0 and v >0, and (u, v ) is a pair
of root of a1&b1x&c1y=a2&b2x&c2y=0.
3. SOME NONEXISTENCE RESULTS
The main purpose of this section is to apply Theorem 2.3 to obtain
various non-existence results on positive non-constant solutions of (1.1).
Such results will also be useful in later sections, e.g., in the proof of
Theorem 4.1. We want to call the attention of the reader that ,j , j , fj , and
gj ( j=1, 2) may vary from proof to proof, and they will be specified
wherever they appear.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that N3, a1 a2{b1 b2 , and a1 a2 {c1 c2 .
There exists a small $1=$1(aj , bj , cj)>0 such that if max[1d1 ,
\12 d1]$1 , or max[1d2 , \21 d2]$1 , then (1.1) has no non-constant
positive solution.
Theorem 3.1 appears to be new even for the case \12 or \21 is equal to
zero. For example, in the case \21=0, if d2 is sufficiently large, we can see
that the species v is at advantage. Theorem 3.1 says that under this situa-
tion, one can not expect non-trivial coexistence of two species. This also
implies that in Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 of [4], the assumption d2 being small
is indeed necessary.
Proof. We argue by contradiction. Suppose that there exist d2, i  ,
\21, i d2, i  0, and (ui , vi) are non-constant positive solutions of (1.1), with
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(d1 , d2 , \12 , \21)=(d1, i , d2, i , \12, i , \21, i). By Theorem 2.3, we know that
&ui& and &vi& are uniformly bounded.
Step 1. We claim that, by passing to a subsequence if necessary, ui
and vi converge uniformly to some constants u* and v*. By this assertion
and Lemma 2.4, (u*, v*) is the unique positive root of a1&b1 u&c1v=
a2&b2 u&c2v=0.
We first show the convergence of vi . Set i=(1+(\21, id2, i) ui) vi . Then
d2, i 2i+vi (a2&b2 ui&c2v i)=0, i & |0=0. (3.1)
By standard elliptic regularity ([1]), &i&W2, p(0)C for all p>1. It follows
from the Sobolev Embedding Theorem that, subject to choosing a sub-
sequence, i   in C1. Since d2, i  , it is easy to see that  satisfies
2=0 in 0 and &=0 on 0. Therefore, = for some non-negative
constant  , and thus
&vi& &&i& &+(\21, i d2, i) &ui & &vi&  0. (3.2)
Set v~ i=vi &vi& . Then &v~ i&=1, and we can show similarly that v~ i  1
uniformly.
It remains to show that ui also converges to some constant uniformly.
For this purpose, set ,i=(d1, i (\12, i &vi&)+v~ i) ui if d1, i (\12, i &vi&)
C; otherwise, set ,i=(1+(\12, i &v i&d1, i) v~ i) ui . We shall show that,
subject to choosing a subsequence, ,i converges to some constant
uniformly. Once this is done, as v~ i  1 uniformly, it is easy to see that ui
also converges to some constant uniformly.
Hence it suffices to establish the convergence of ,i . To this end, we first
consider the case d1, i (\12, i &vi&)C. Passing to a subsequence if
necessary, we may assume that d1, i (\12, i &vi&)  { # [0, ). For this
case, ,i satisfies the equation
2,i+
,i
d1, i+\12, ivi \a1&
b1, i
d1, i (\12, i &vi&)+v~ i
&c1 vi+=0,
(3.3)
,i & |0=0.
By Lemma 2.1 and (3.3), we can show that
\ d1, i\12, i &vi& +min v~ i + (a1&c1 &vi &)
,i (x)\ d1, i\12, i &vi& +&v~ i&+ (a1&c1 min vi)
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for all x # 0 . Since d1, i (\12, i &vi&)  {, v i   and v~ i  1, we see that
,i  (1+{)(a1&c1 ) uniformly.
For the case :i &vi&d1, i  0, recall that ,i=(1+(\12, i &vi&d1, i) v~ i) ui .
Similarly as in the previous case, we can show that ,i converges to some
constant.
Step 2. We further show that (ui , vi)#(u*, v*) for all large i. There
are two possibilities for our consideration.
Case (i) :i d1, iC. For this case, set ,i=(1+(\12, i d1, i) vi ) ui and
i=(1+(\21, i d2, i) ui) v i . Then (,i , i) satisfies
d1, i 2,i+ fi (,i , i)(a1&b1 fi (,i ,  i)&c1 gi (,i , i))=0,
{d2, i 2i+ gi (,i , i)(a2&b2 fi (, i , i)&c2 gi (,i , i))=0, (3.4),i & |0= i& | 0=0,
where fi (,, ) and gi (,, ) are given by
f i (,, )#
,
1+(\12, id1, i) g i(,, )
,
{g i (,, )#2<{\1+\21, i,d2, i &\12, i d1, i + (3.5)+\1+\12, i ,d2, i &\21, id1, i +2+4\21, id2, i = .
Let , i and  i denote the average of ,i and i respectively. Since u i  u*
and vi  v* uniformly, &,i& , &i &C1 , and min0 iC2 for some
positive constants C1 and C2 . It is easy to check that
"fi, " , "
fi
" , "
gi
, " , and "
g i
 "
are uniformly bounded for 0,C1 and C2C1 .
Set
hi (,, )= fi (,, )(a1&b1 fi (,, )&c1 g i (,, )).
Multiplying the first equation of (3.4) by ,i&, i , and integrating in 0, we
have
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d1, i |
0
|{, i | 2=|
0
h i (, i , i)(, i&, i)
=|
0
[[h i (,i , i)&hi (, i , i)]+[h i (, i , i)&hi (, i ,  i)]](,i&, i)
|
0
hi
,
(’i (x), i (x))(,i&, i)2+C |
0
|,i&, i | |i& i | , (3.6)
where ’i (x) lies between ,i (x) and , i . Since both ui&u* and vi&v*
converge to zero uniformly, we can check that
hi
,
(’i (x), i (x))+
b1u*
1+(\12, i d1, i) v*
 0 (3.7)
uniformly. Therefore, by (3.6) and (3.7), we have
d1, i |
0
|{,i |2
&b1u*
2(1+(\12, i d1, i) v*) |0 (, i&, i)
2+C |
0
(i& i)2. (3.8)
On the other hand, multiplying the second equation of (3.6) by i& i ,
and integrating in 0, by a similar argument, we have
d2, i |
0
|{i | 2= |
0
(, i&, i)2+(C=) |
0
(i& i)2. (3.9)
Let
=
b1u*
4(1+(\12, i d1, i) v*)
.
It follows from (3.8) and (3.9) that
d1, i |
0
|{, i |2+d2, i |
0
|{i | 2C |
0
( i& i)2C |
0
|{i |2. (3.10)
Since d2, i  , we see that {,i={i=0 for all large i, which implies that
both ,i and i are constants. Hence, ui=u* and vi=v* for all large i.
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Case (ii) d1, i \12, i  0. Set ,i=(d1, i \12, i+vi) ui and =(1+(\21, i 
d2, i) ui ) i . Then,
\12, i 2,i+ f i (, i , i)(a1&b1 f i (, i , i)&c1 gi (,i , i))=0,
{d2, i 2i+ gi (,i , i)(a2&b2 fi (,i , i)&c2 gi (,i , i))=0, (3.11),i & |0=i & |0=0,
where fi (,, ) and gi (,, ) are given by
fi (,, )#
,
d1, i \12, i+ gi (,, )
,
{g i (,, )#&12 \ d1, i\12, i +\21, i,d2, i &+ (3.12)+1
2 \
d1, i
\12, i
+
\21, i,
d2, i
&+
2
+
4d1, i
\12, i
.
Again, as ui  u* and vi  v* uniformly, we see that
"fi, " , "
fi
" , "
g i
, " , and "
gi
 "
are uniformly bounded. The remaining proofs are almost exactly the
same as that of case (i), and the only modification is that the term
b1 u*(1+(\12, i d1, i) v*), which appears in (3.7), (3.8) and the definition
of =, should be changed as b1u*(d1, i \12, i+v*). This finishes Step 2, and
the proof is now complete. K
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that N3 and a1 a2{c1 c2 . Then for all small
’>0, if d2’, there exists a small $2=$2(’, a j , b1 , cj)>0 such that if
\21 d2$2 and b2$2 , then (1.1) has no non-constant positive solution.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that N3 and a1 a2{b1 b2 . Then for all small
’>0, if d1’, there exists a small $3=$3(’, aj , bj , c2)>0 such that if
\12 d1$3 and c1$3 , then (1.1) has no non-constant positive solution.
The main point of Theorem 3.2 is that $2 is independent of \12 . Theorem
3.2 seems to imply that if the competition between the two species is too
weak, then increasing cross-diffusion pressure may not help in creating
non-constant positive solutions of (1.1). This result fits well with previous
results in [4], e.g., Theorems 1.3. Theorem 3.3 can be interpreted in a
similar way, and we shall prove Theorem 3.2 only since the proof of
Theorem 3.3 is identical.
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Proof of Theorem 3.2. We argue by contradiction. Suppose that there
exist ’0>0, d2, i’0 , \21, i d2, i  0, b2, i  0 such that (ui , v i) are non-
constant positive solutions of (1.1), with (d1 , d2 , \12 , \21 , b2)=(d1, i , d2, i ,
\12, i , \21, i , b2, i). By Theorem 2.3, &ui & and &vi& are uniformly bounded.
Claim 1. vi  a2 c2 uniformly. To establish this assertion, set
i=(1+(\21, i d2, i) ui) v i . Then
d2, i2i+
i
1+(\21, i d2, i) u i \a2&b2, i ui&
c2i
1+(\21, i d2, i) ui+=0,
i
& }0=0.
By Lemma 2.1 and the above equation, we have
\1+\21, id2, i min u i+ (a2&b2, i &ui&)
c2i (x)\1+\21, id2, i &ui&+ (a2&b2, i min ui)
for all x # 0 . Since ;i d2, i  0, b2, i  0 and &ui & is uniformly bounded,
thus i  a2 c2 , which in turn implies that vi  a2 c2 uniformly. This
proves our assertion.
In the following, we consider two different cases.
Case (i) [\12, i d1, i]i=1 is bounded. Without loss of generality, we
may assume that \12, i d1, i  r0. Set , i=(1+(\12, i d1, i) vi) ui and
i=(1+(\21, i d2, i) ui) v i . Then (,i , i) satisfies
d1, i 2,i+ f i (,i , i)(a1&b1 fi (,i , i)&c1 gi (,i , i))=0,
{d2, i 2i+ gi (,i , i)(a2&b2, i f i (,i , i)&c2 g i (, i , i))=0, (3.13),i & |0=i & |0=0,
where fi (,, ), gi (,, ) are given as in (3.5). ,i and i are uniformly
bounded because &ui& and &vi& are bounded. By our assertion,
gi (, i , i) converges uniformly to a2 c2 . Therefore, by the Maximum
Principle, we can show that ,i  (1+ra2 c2)(a1&a2c1 c2)0 uniformly.
Since a1 a2{c1 c2 , thus the only possibility is a1 a2>c1c2 . Since
b2, i  0, hence a1&b1u&c1v=a2&b2, iu&c2v=0 has a unique positive
root, denoted as (ui*, v i*). Set , i*=(1+\12, i d1, ivi*), i*=(1+\21, i 
d2, i ui*) vi*, , i=,i&,i* and  i=i&i*. It is easy to see that ,i&,i* and
i&i* both converge to zero uniformly.
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Claim 2. & i & &, i &  0 as i  .
Observe that a2=b2, i fi (, i*,  i*)+c2 gi (,i* , i*). Thus  i satisfies
&d2, i 2 i=gi (,i , i)(a2&b2, i f i (,i , i)&c2 g i (,i , i))
=gi (,i , i)[b2, i [ fi (,i* , i*)& fi (,i , i)]
+c2 [gi (,i* , i*)& gi (,i , i)]]
= & gi (,i , i) _b2, i f i (,i , ‘1, i)+c2
gi

(,i , ‘2, i)&  i
& gi (,i , i) _b2, i f i, (’1, i , i*)+c2
gi
,
(’2, i , i*)& , i ,
where ‘1, i (x), ‘2, i (x) lie between i (x) and i*, and ’1, i (x), ’2, i (x) lie
between ,i (x) and ,i*. Since both ,i&,i* and i&i* converge uniformly
to zero, the following facts can be easily checked: (f i )(,i , ‘1, i) and
(fi ,)(’1, i , i*) are uniformly bounded, gi (,i , i)  a2 c2 , (gi )
(,i , ‘2, i)  1, and (gi ,)(’2, i , i*)  0 uniformly. Therefore, by the
Maximum Principle, we get
& i &C \b2, i "f i (,i , ‘1, i)"+"
gi
,
(’2, i , i*)"+ &, i & ,
which implies that & i&&, i &  0 since b2, i  0 and &(gi ,)
(’2, i , i*)&  0. This proves our assertion.
By the exact same argument as the above, we can show that
&, i& & i& is uniformly bounded. This, together with the assertion in
Claim 2, ensures that for large i, , i # i #0. That is, ui , vi are constant
solutions of (1.1), which is a contradiction.
Case (ii) d1, i \12, i  0. For this case, set , i=(d1, i \12, i+vi) ui and
i=(1+(\21, i d1, i) ui ) vi . Since the proof is identical, we omit the details
here. K
4. THE PROFILES OF SOLUTIONS OF (1.1)
In this section, we study the asymptotic behavior of positive non-
constant solutions of (1.1), by passing one of the cross-diffusion coefficients
to infinity. Our main result can be stated as follows.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that N3, a1 a2{b1 b2 , a1a2{c1 c2 . Let
(ui , vi) be positive non-constant solutions of (1.1), with (d1 , d2 , \12 , \21)=
(d1, i , d2, i , \12, i , \21, i), and \12, i  . For any small ’>0, there exists a
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small $=$(’, aj , bj , cj)>0 such that if d1, i’, d2, i’, and \21, id2, i$,
then we have, by passing to a subsequence if necessary, d2, i  d2 # [’, )
and \21, i  \21 # [0, ). Furthermore, the following conclusions hold
provided that d2=% a2 *j for any j1.
(a) If \12, id1, i   and d1, i  d1 # (0, ), then either (i) or (ii)
occurs;
(b) If \12, i d1, i   and d1, i  , then either (i*) or (ii) occurs;
(c) If \12, i d1, i  r # [0, ), then r>0 and (iii) occurs, where
(i) (ui , \12, ivid1, i)  (u, v) uniformly, where (u, v) is a positive
solution of
{d1 2[(1+v) u]+u(a1&b1 u)=02[(d2+\21u) v]+v(a2&b2u)=0
in 0, u& |0=0,
in 0, v& |0=0.
(4.1)
(i*) (ui , \12, ivid1, i)  ({(1+v), v) uniformly, {>0 and v is a
positive solution of
{
2[(d2+\21{(1+v)) v]+v(a2&b2{(1+v))=0, v& |0=0,
|
0
a1 (1+v)={b1 |
0
1(1+v)2;
(4.2)
(ii) (ui , vi)  ({w, w) uniformly, where {>0 and w is a positive
solution of
{
d2 2w+w(a2&c2w)&b2 {=0 in 0, w& |0=0,
(4.3)
|
0
(1w)(a1&(b1{)w&c1w)=0;
(iii) (ui , \12, ivid1, i)  ({(1+v), v) uniformly, {>0 and v is a
positive solution of
{
2[(d2+\21{(1+v)) v]+v(a2&b2{(1+v)&(c2 r) v)=0,
(4.4)
v& |0=0, |
0
(a1&c1v)(1+v)={b1 |
0
1(1+v)2.
Proof. Set $=min[$0 , $1], where $0 and $1 are given as in Theorems
2.3 and 3.1. By Theorem 3.1, we see that d2, i1$1 , and thus \21, i1.
Passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that d2, i 
d2 # [’, ), and \21, i  \21 # [0, ). Furthermore, by Theorem 2.4, &ui&
and &vi & are uniformly bounded. We consider three different cases.
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Case A. \12, i d1, i   and &vi&  0.
We first show that [\12, i &vi&d1, i ]1 is bounded from above and
below by positive constants. Thus, passing to a subsequence if neces
sary, \12, i &vi& d1, i  { # (0, ). To this end, we set v~ i=vi&vi& . If
\12, i &vi&d1, i  0, set ,i=ui(1+(\12, i &vi&d1, i) v~ i). Then ,i satisfies
d1, i 2,i+ui (a1&b1 ui&c1vi)=0, ,i & |0=0. (4.5)
By L p estimates and the Sobolev Embedding Theorem, we can show that
,i  , in C1. Since \12, i &vi& d1, i  0, we see that ui  , uniformly.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that d1, i  d1 # (0, ]. Since
&vi &  0, , is a non-negative weak solution of the equation
2,+,(a1&b1 ,)d1=0 in 0, ,& |0=0. (4.6)
Hence, either ,#0 or ,#a1 b1 , which implies that either ui  0
uniformly, or ui  a1 b1 uniformly. This, together with vi  0 uniformly,
contradicts Lemma 2.4.
If \12, i &vi& d1, i  , set , i=(d1, i (\12, i &v i&)+v~ i ) u i . Then , i
satisfies
\12, i &vi& 2,i+ui (a1&b1ui&c1vi)=0, ,i & |0=0. (4.7)
Since \12, i &vi &  , and &u i& , &vi & are uniformly bounded, we can
show that, subject to choosing a subsequence, ,i converges uniformly to
some non-negative constant C1 , and then uiv~ i converges uniformly to C1 .
Set i=(1+(\21, i d2, i) ui ) v~ i , then  i satisfies
d2, i 2i+v~ i (a2&b2 ui&c2v i)=0, i & |0=0. (4.8)
By standard elliptic regularity, i   in C1. Thus v~ i=i&(\21, i d2, i) uiv~ i
converges uniformly to &(\21 d2) C1 , By pursuing elliptic regularity, 
satisfies
d2 2+a2 &(a2\21d2) C1&b2 C1=0, & |0=0. (4.9)
If &(\21 d2) C1&b2C1 a2{0, then a2 d2=* j for some j1, which
contradicts our assumption. Hence #(\21 d2)C1+b2C1 a2 , and then
v~ i  b2 C1 a2 . Since &v~ i&=1, thus b2 C1a2=1. Since uiv~ i converges to C1
and v~ i  1 uniformly, we see that ui  a2 b2 . This together with vi  0
uniformly contradicts Lemma 2.4.
Therefore, our assertion holds. By passing to a subsequence if neces-
sary, we may assume that \12, i &vi&d1, i  {>0. For this case, set
v^i=\12, ivi d1, i , then
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{
d1, i 2[(1+v^i) ui ]+ui (a1&b1 ui&(c1d1, i \12, i) v^i)=0,
ui & |0=0,
2[(d2, i+\21, iui) v^i ]+v^ i (a2&b2ui&(c2d1, i \12, i) v^i)=0,
v^i & |0=0.
(4.10)
We first establish the uniform lower bounds for ui and v^i . Since &vi&  0,
by the integral identity  ui (a1&b1 ui&c1vi)=0, we can show that
&ui&a1 (2b1)>0 for all large i. Now let , i=(1+v^i) ui , then ,i satisfies
d1, i2,i+
a1&b1 ui&c1v i
1+v^i
, i=0,
,i
& } 0=0. (4.11)
By Lemma 2.3, we have
min
0
u iC min
0
,iC max
0
,iC max
0
uiCa1 (2b1). (4.12)
Furthermore, &v^i&=:i &vi& d1, i  { # (0, ). Thus by Lemma 2.3, we
have min0 v^iC &v^i&C{>0.
If d1, i  d1 # (0, ), by standard elliptic regularity, we can show that
(ui , v^i)  (u~ , v~ ), where (u~ , v~ ) is a non-negative smooth solution of (4.1). The
positivity of u~ and v~ follow from the above uniform lower bounds for ui
and v^i . Thus for this case, (i) holds.
If d1, i  , then by elliptic regularity, we see that (1+v^i) ui  {, where
{ is some non-negative constant. { is positive because ui is positively bounded
from below. Again, by elliptic regularity, v^i  v^, where v^ is a positive solu-
tion of (4.3) because v^iC>0. Therefore, (iii) holds. This finishes the dis-
cussion of case A.
Case B. \12, i d1, i   and &vi&C>0.
By Lemma 2.2, min0 v iC max0 viC>0. Since \12, i   and
d1, i \12, i  0, by elliptic regularity and Sobolev Embedding theorem, we
see that ui vi  C uniformly for some non-negative constant C. If C=0,
then ui  0 uniformly because vi is positively bounded from below. Let
i=(1+(\21, i d2, i) ui) v i , then i satisfies
d2, i 2i+vi (a2&b2 ui&c2v i)=0, i & |0=0. (4.13)
By elliptic regularity, we can show that i   in C1, and thus vi  
uniformly as ui  0. Then it is easy to check that  is a non-negative
solution of the equation
d2 2+(a2&c2)=0, & |0=0. (4.14)
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Since &i &&vi &C>0, by the Maximum Principle, we see that
#a2c2 , i.e., vi  a2 c2 uniformly. This, together with ui  0, contradicts
Lemma 2.4. Hence, we may assume that ui vi  {>0. By further employing
elliptic regularity, we see that (ui , vi)  ({w, w), where w is a positive
solution of (4.2). The positivity of w follows from the uniform lower bound
for vi . Thus (ii) always holds in case B.
Case C. \12, i d1, i  r # [0, ).
Since \12, i  , then d1, i  . By part (ii) of Theorem 3.1, we see that
r>0 since (ui , vi) are non-constant positive solutions. Set , i=
(d1, i \12, i+v i) ui and i=(1+(\21, i d2, i) ui) vi . Then by L p estimates and
Sobolev embedding Theorem, we can show that (,i , i)  (,, )
uniformly, which in turn implies that (ui , vi)  (u, v) uniformly. Since
:i  , thus , is equal to some non-negative constant {. We claim that {
is positive: otherwise, if {=0, we have ui  u#0. Then by elliptic
regularity, v satisfies
d2 2v+v(a2&c2v)=0 in 0, v& | 0=0.
Hence, v=0, or v=a2 c2 , i.e., vi  0, or vi  a2 c2 uniformly. This, along
with ui  0, contradicts Lemma 2.4. This shows that {>0.
Next we show that &vi &C for some positive constant C: otherwise,
suppose that &vi &  0. Since ,i  {, thus ui  { uniformly. This, along
with vi  0, contradicts Lemma 2.4. Therefore, &vi& is uniformly bounded
from below by a positive constant. Moreover, by the Harnack inequality,
min0viC for some constant C>0.
It then follows from elliptic regularity that vi  v, where v is a smooth
solution of (4.3). The positivity of v follows from the uniform lower bound
of vi . The proof is now complete. K
Remark 4.2. From Theorem 4.1, we see that ui has a uniform positive
lower bound, whereas vi may not have uniform positive lower bound if the
first alternative occurs. Indeed, in Section 5, we shall show that, under
suitable assumptions, the first alternative in Theorem 4.1 does occur. This
is in strong contrast with the case when the two cross-diffusion pressures
are large but compatible, for which uniform lower bound can be
established for all positive solutions of (1.1).
5. THE EXISTENCE OF NONCONSTANT SOLUTIONS
The main purpose of this section is to show that, under suitable assump-
tions, all of the three cases in Theorem 4.1 could occur. Throughout this
section, we shall always assume that N=1. Let :=\12 d1 and ;=\21 d2 .
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As we shall see, it is more convenient to state our results in terms of : and
; rather than \12 and \21 . When N=1, we may write (1.1) as
d1[(1+:v) u]xx+u(a1&b1u&c1v)=0 in (0, 1),
{d2[(1+;u) v]xx+v(a2&b2u&c2 v)=0 in (0, 1), (5.1)ux=vx=0 at x=0, 1.
5.1. The Case (a) of Theorem 4.1
In this subsection, we show that alternatives (i) and (ii) in case (a) of
Theorem 4.1 could occur under suitable assumptions. Some of the proofs
follow from those in [9]. The following result ensures the occurrence of (i)
in case (a).
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that a1 a2>b1b2 and ;0. There exists a small
d

>0 such that for any d2 # (0, d
], we can find a large d >0 such that if
d1d , then there exists a large : >0 such that if :: , (5.1) has a non-
constant positive solution (u: , v:), with (u: , :v:)  (u, v) uniformly in [0, 1]
as :  , where (u, v) is a non-constant positive solution of the system
d1[(1+v) u]xx+u(a1&b1u)=0 in (0, 1),
{d2 [(1+;u) v]xx+v(a2&b2 u)=0 in (0, 1), (5.2)ux=vx=0 at x=0, 1.
By the symmetry of domain [0, 1], it is easy to see that if (u:(x), v:(x))
is a non-constant positive solution of (5.1), then (u:(1&x), v:(1&x)) is
also a solution of (5.1). Moreover, one can use (u:(x), v:(x)) and
(u:(1&x), v:(1&x)) to construct more solutions of (1.1). This implies that
the number of non-constant positive solutions of (1.1) could go to infinity
as d1 , d2  0.
As we shall see, Theorem 5.1 follows from Propositions 5.3, 5.9, and 5.10.
We start with some preliminary results. Set
{g(*, ,)#
1
2[&(1+;*&,)+- (1+;*&,)2+4,]
h(*, ,)#g(*, ,)[a2&b2*(1+ g(*, ,))].
(5.3)
Lemma 5.2. For any *>a2 b2 , the following problem has a unique
solution.
8xx+h(*, 8)=0, 8(x)>0 in (0, +), 8x(0)=0, 8()=0.
(5.4)
Proof. It is easy to check that for any *>a2b2 , h(*, s)=0 has a
unique positive root s0 , where s0=(b2*a2&1)(1+;a2b2). Moreover,
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h(*, 0)=0, h(*, s)<0 for s # (0, s0), h(*, s)>0 for s # (s0 , +), and
h(*, s)   as s  . Set H(*, s)=s0 h(*, s) ds. Thus there exists a unique
s1 # (s0 , ) such that H(*, s1)=0. Then by the integral identity
1
28
2
x+H(*, 8)#0, we can show that (5.4) has a unique positive solution
8, and 8 satisfies 8(0)=s1 . K
Denote the solution obtained in Lemma 5.2 by 8(x; *). Let /(x) be a
smooth cutoff function such that /(x)#1 for |x| 14 , and /(x)#0 outside
[&12, 12]. Set 8=, *(x)=/(x)8(x=; *). We shall show that the equation
=2,xx+h(*, ,)=0 in (0, 1), ,x(0)=,x(1)=0 (5.5)
has a positive solution of the form 8=, *+O(=). More precisely, we have
Proposition 5.3. Suppose that * # [a2 b2+$, 1$] for $>0. There
exists a small =0==0($)>0 such that if = # (0, =0], then (5.5) has a positive
solution ,( } ; =, *) satisfying supx # (0, 1) |,(x; =, *)&8=, *(x)|C=, where C is
independent of = and *.
For any solution , of (5.5), set ,=8=, *+=. Then  satisfies
L=+ g=+M=[]=0, & |0=0, (5.6)
where
L=#=2
d 2
dx2
+h,(*, 8=, *),
(5.7)g=#=
&1 _=2 d
2
dx2
8=, *+h(*, 8=, *)& ,
M=[,]#=&1[h(*, 8=, *+=)&h(*, 8=, *)&=h,(*, 8=, *)].
For any p>1, set
W 2, p& =[u # W
2, p(0) : u& | 0=0].
To establish Proposition 5.3, we need the following four lemmas.
Lemma 5.4. Suppose that * # [a2 b2+$, 1$] for $>0. There is a small
=1==1($, p)>0 such that if 0<=<=1 , then L= , with domain W 2, p& , has a
bounded inverse K= .
Lemma 5.5. Suppose that * # [a2 b2+$, 1$] for $>0. For any
1p, there exist a large C0=C0($, p)>0 and a small =2==2($, p)>0,
such that if ==2 , &K= g&pC0 &g&p for any g # L p.
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Lemma 5.6. Suppose that * # [a2 b2+$, 1$] for $>0. There exist a
large C1=C1($)>0 and a small =3==3($)>0, such that if ==3 , supx # 0
| g=(x)|C1 .
Lemma 5.7. Suppose that * # [a2 b2+$, 1$] for $>0. For any R>0,
there exists a large C2=C2(R, $)>0 and a small =4==4(R, $)>0, such that
if ==4 , &&R and &j&R ( j=1, 2), then
&M=[]&C2 = &&2 ,
(5.8)
&M=[1]&M=[2]&C2 = &1&2 & .
Proof of Proposition 5.3 (assuming Lemmas 5.45.7). For any  # C(0),
set
T[]=&K= g=&K=M=[]. (5.9)
By elliptic regularity, T is a mapping from C(0 ) to C(0 ). Set
B#[ # C(0 ) : &&2C0C1].
By Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6, we have &K= g=&C0C1 . This, along with
Lemma 5.7, implies that if  # B,
&T[]&C0C1+C0C2 = &&22C0C1 , (5.10)
provided that = is small. Furthermore, from Lemmas 5.5 and 5.7 it follows
that if 1 , 2 # B, then
&T[1]&T[2]& 12 &1&2& ,
provided that = is small. Hence, T is a contraction mapping from B toB.
Therefore, by the contraction mapping principle, T has a fixed point = in
B if = is sufficiently small. It is not hard to see that 8=, *+== is a smooth
positive solution of (5.6) as claimed in Proposition 5.3. K
Proof of Lemma 5.4. It suffices to check that the linear operator
L= =2
d 2
dx2
+h,(*, 8=, *), (5.11)
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defined on L p with the domain W 2, p& , has the trivial kernel. We argue by
contradiction. Suppose that there exist =i  0, *i # [a2b2+$, 1$], and ,i
satisfying
=2i ,i, xx+h,(* i , 8=, *i) , i=0, sup
x # (0, 1)
|, i |=1, ,i, x(0)=, i, x(1)=0.
(5.12)
Without loss of generality, we may assume that *i  * # [a2 b2+$, 1$].
Let Qi # [0, 1] such that ,i (Qi , *i)=1. Then, by the Maximum Principle,
we have h,(*i , 8=(Q i , *i))0, which, along with the properties of 8= and
h, implies that QiR0=i for some R0 independent of =i . Set Qi*=Qi =i . We
may assume that Qi*  Q # [0, ). Let , i=,i (=i x). Then by elliptic
regularity and standard diagonal argument, we may assume that , i  , in
any compact subset of [0, ), and , satisfies
,xx+h,(*, 8) ,=0 in (0, ), ,x(0)=0, ,(Q)=1, (5.13)
where 8 is the unique solution of (5.3). Set 8 =8x . Then,
8 xx+h,(*, 8) 8 =0 in (0, 1), 8 (0)=0. (5.14)
Since , and 8 are decaying exponentially at , it follows from (5.13) and
(5.14) that
0=|

0
(8 ,xx&8 xx ,) dx=,(0) 8 x(0). (5.15)
By the uniqueness of ODE, we know that ,(0){0 as ,0. Thus, 8xx(0)
=8 x(0)=0, which, along with (5.5), implies that either g(*, 8(0))=0, or
g(*, 8(0))=b2*a2&1. However, from the proof of Lemma 5.2, we see
that g(*, 8(0)){b2 *a2&1. Thus 8(0)=0, which, along with 8x(0)=0,
implies that 8#0. Contradiction! This completes the proof. K
Proof of Lemma 5.5. The proof of the case p= is almost the same as
that of Lemma 5.4, thus we omit the details here. By the Marcinkiewicz
interpolation Theorem, it suffices to establish Lemma 5.5 for p=2. Let + j, =
denote the eigenvalues of L= restricted to L2, and let ,j, = be the correspond-
ing eigenfunctions. By the same reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 5.4, we
can show that there exists a small constant c>0 such that for sufficiently
small =, |+j, = |c. Hence,
&K= g&2=" :

j=0
( g, ,j, =)
+j, =
, j, ="2
1
c
&g&2 , (5.16)
where ( } , } ) denotes the L2 inner product. This completes the proof. K
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Proof of Lemma 5.6. By the equation of 8, we can check that
=2(8=, *)xx+h(*, 8=, *)
==[=/"8(x=; *)+2/$8x(x=; *)]
+/(x)(8xx(x=; *)+h(*, /(x) 8(x=; *))
=[h(*, /(x) 8(x=; *))&/(x) h(*, 8(x=; *))]+O(=). (5.17)
It follows from the definition of /(x) that the first term of (5.17) vanishes
for x # [0, 14] and x # [12, 1]. For x # [14, 12], since 8 is exponentially
decaying at ,
|h(*, /(x) 8(x=, *))&/(x) h(*, 8(x=, *))|=O(=). (5.18)
This shows that &g=&C1 for some constant C1>0. K
Proof of Lemma 5.7. Observe that M=[](x) can be written as
|M=[](x)|==&1 } |
1
0
[h,(*, 8=, *+t=)&h,(*, 8=, *)](= || ) dt }
C || |
1
0
t= || (x) dt
== |(x)|2 |
1
0
|
t
0
h,,(*, 9=, *(x)+s=(x)). (5.19)
It is easy to check that for any &&L(0)R, a2b2+$*1$,
0st1 and sufficiently small =, &h,,(*, 8=, *( } )+s=( } ))& is bounded.
Therefore, |M=[](x)|C=2(x). The second inequality of (5.8) can be
established similarly.
We next use ,(x; =, *), the solution of (5.5) as obtained in Proposition
5.3, to construct solutions of the problem
{
=2,xx+h(*, ,)=0, ,x(0)=,x(1)=0,
(5.20)a1
b1 |
1
0
1
1+ g(*, ,)
&* |
1
0
1
(1+ g(*, ,))2
=0.
To solve (5.20), we need some information about L = , where
L = #=2
d 2
dx2
+h,(*, ,( } ; =, *)).
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Lemma 5.8. Suppose that * # [a2 b2+$, 1$] for $>0. There exists a
small =5($, p)>0 such that if ==5 , then L = has a bounded inverse K = ;
moreover, for any p # [1, ], there exists C5=C5($, p)>0 such that for
any g # L p, &K = g&pC5 &g&p .
Proof. From the fact supx # (0, 1) |,(x; =, *)&8=, *(x)|C=, we see that
L = is a small perturbation of the linear operator L= . By a standard pertur-
bation argument, Lemma 5.8 follows easily from Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5. K
We are now ready to prove the following result.
Proposition 5.9. Let ==- d2 . There exists a small =6>0 such that if
= # (0, =6], then (5.20) has a solution ,(x; =, *(=)), with *(=)  a1 b1 as
=  0+.
Proof. Define a function G(=, *) by
G(=, *)=
a1
b1 |
1
0
dx
1+ g(*, ,(x; =, *)
&* |
1
0
dx
(1+ g(*, ,(x; =, *))2
, (5.21)
where = # (&$, $), and * # (a1b1 &$, a1 b1 +$) for some small $>0. Here,
we set ,(x, =, *)#0 for =0. Thus, G(=, *)#a1 b1&* if =0; for =>0,
G
*
= &
a1
b1 |
1
0
g*(*, ,)+ g,(*, ,) ,*
(1+ g(*, ,))2
&|
1
0
1
(1+ g(*, ,))2
+2* |
1
0
g*(*, ,)+ g,(*, ,) ,*
(1+ g(*, ,))3
, (5.22)
where ,=,(x; =, *).
Claim. &g* &L(0) , &g,&L(0) , &,* &L(0)C for some C independent
of =, *; moreover, as =  0, both g*(*, ,) and g(*, ,), with ,=,(x; =, *),
converge to zero pointwisely in (0, 1]. Finally, &,*(*, ,(x; =, *))&L p(0)
converges to zero for any p1 as =  0.
If this assertion holds, by the Lebesgue Dominant Theorem, we see that
G is continuous in a neighborhood of (0, a1 b1). Moreover, lim=  0+
(G*)(=, *)=&1, which implies that G* is also continuous in a neigh-
borhood of (0, a1 b1), and (G*)(0, a1 b1){0. Then Proposition 5.8
follows easily from the Implicit Function Theorem.
Hence, it suffices to establish our assertion. By the definition of g, we can
easily check that g* and g, are uniformly bounded. Since ,(x; =, *) con-
verges to zero pointwisely in (0, 1] as =  0, both g and g* converge to zero
pointwisely in (0, 1].
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It remains to confirm the assertion for ,* . Set w=,*(x; =, *). Then,
L =w+\a2& b2*(1+ g)2+ g*&
b2 g
1+ g
=0 in (0, 1), wx(0)=wx(1)=0.
(5.23)
Since g* is uniformly bounded, it follows from Lemma 5.8 that &w& is
also uniformly bounded. Moreover, since &g*&L p(0) and &g&L p(0) converge
to zero, again by Lemma 5.8, we have &w&p  0 as =  0. This establishes
our assertion, and thus the proof is complete. K
Proposition 5.10. There exists a small d

>0 such that for any
d2 # (0, d
], we can find a large d >0 such that if d1d , (5.2) has a non-
constant positive solution.
Proof. Let d2==2 and s=1d1 . Define an operator F(s, ,, {, ) by
=2,xx+ g({+, ,) _a2& b2({+)1+ g({+, ,)&
F(s, ,, {, )=\ | 10 {+g({+, ,) _a1& b1({+)1+ g({+, ,)& + ,xx+sP { {+1+ g({+, ,) _a1& b1({+1)1+ g({+1 , ,)&=
(5.24)
where Pu=u&10 u(x) dx. Set
X={u # L p : |
1
0
u(x) dx=0= , Z=W 2, p& & X.
Then, for all large p, F is an analytic mapping from R1_[u # W 2, p& ,
u>0]_(0, )_Z into L p_R1_X.
Let (,=(x), *(=)) denote the solution of (5.20) as obtained in Proposition
5.9. Then, by the definition of F, F(0, ,= , *(=), 0)=0. Moreover, the partial
derivative of F with respect to (,, {, 1) at (s, ,, {, 1)=(0, ,= , *(=), 0) is
given by
D(,, {, ) F | (0, ,= , *(=), 0)
=\
=2
d 2
dx2
+h,(*(=), ,=) h*(*(=), ,=) V
+*(=) | 10 g, \ &a1(1+ g)2+ 2b1*(=)(1+ g)3+ | 10 \ a11+ g&(a1 g*+2b1) *(=)(1+ g)2 +2b1*2(=) g*(1+ g)3 + V0 0 d 2dx2
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Since the operator d 2dx2, under homogeneous Neumann boundary condi-
tion, is an isomorphism from Z to X, we see that DF(,, {, 1) | (0, ,= , *(=), 0) is
bounded and invertible if and only if the following problem
=2
d 2‘=
dx2
+‘= h,(*(=), ,=)+’=h*(*(=), ,=)=0,
{| 10 \&a1 g,*(=)(1+ g)2 +2b1*2(=) g,(1+ g)3 + ‘= dx (5.25)+’= | 1
0 \
a1(1+ g)&a1*(=) g*&2b1*(=)
(1+ g)2
+
2b1*2(=) g*
(1+ g)3 + dx=0
has only the trivial solution ‘=(x)#0 and ’= 0. We argue by contradic-
tion. Without loss of generality, we may assume that &‘=&L2(0)+|’= |=1.
As shown in the proof of Proposition 5.10, h*(*(=), ,=) is uniformly
bounded and converges to zero pointwisely in (0, 1] as =  0. Therefore, by
Lemma 5.8 and the first equation of (5.25), &‘=& is uniformly bounded
and &‘=&2  0. Substituting this fact into the second equation of (5.25),
since both g* and g converge to zero pointwisely in (0, 1], *(=)  a1 b1 ,
and &g*& , &g,& are uniformly bounded as shown in the proof of
Proposition 5.9, we see that ’=  0 as =  0. However, this contradicts
&‘=&2+|’= |=1. Hence, D(,, {, )F | (0, ,=, *(=), 0) is invertible. By the Implicit
Function Theorem, there is a one parameter of solutions (,(s), {(s), 1(s))
such that G(s, ,(s), {(s), (s))=0 for |s| small. In particular, for small
s>0, (,(s), {(s), (s)) yield a family of non-constant positive solutions of
(5.2). Moreover, by the continuity of DF(,, {, ) | (,(s), {(s), (s)) with respect to
s, we see that for |s| small, DF(,, {, ) | (,(s), {(s), (s)) is also invertible. This last
fact will be needed in the proof of Theorem 5.1. K
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Set :v=w and s=1:. Then (5.1) can be written
as
d1 [(1+w) u]xx+u(a1&b1u&sc1 w)=0,
{d2 [(1+;u) w]xx+w(a2&b2u&sc2w)=0, (5.26)ux=wx=0 at x=0, 1.
Observe that (5.26) is a regular perturbation of (5.2) when s is small. By
pursuing the Implicit Function theorem again, it follows from Proposition
5.10 and the last remark in the proof of Proposition 5.10 that for s>0
small, (5.26) has a non-constant positive solution (us , ws) such that
(us , ws)  (u, v) as s  0+, where (u, v) is the solution of (5.2) as con-
structed in Proposition 5.10. This completes the proof. K
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In the remaining of this subsection, we focus on the alternative (ii) in the
case (a) of Theorem 4.1. In fact, we prove a more general result, which also
covers the alternative (ii) in the case (b) of Theorem 4.1.
Theorem 5.11. Suppose that N=1, either
a1
a2
# \12 \
b1
b2
+
c1
c2+ , \
1
4
b1
b2
+
3
4
c1
c2++ , or
a1
a2
# \\14
b1
b2
+
3
4
c1
c2+ ,
1
2 \
b1
b2
+
c1
c2++ .
Let ;0 be fixed. Then there exists a small d

>0 such that for d2 # (0, d
],
we can find a large : such that if :: and \12: , (5.1) has a non-constant
positive solution (u:, \12 , v:, \12) with (u:, \12 , v:, \12)  ({w, w) as :   and
\12  , where w>0 and (w, {) satisfies (4.3).
The proof of Theorem 5.11 is essentially the same as that of Theorem 5.1,
and we only carry out the necessary modifications. Set s=1\12 , t=1:,
and
{
,=(t+v) u,
=(1+;u) v,
f (,, )=,[t+ g(,, )],
g(,, )= 12 [&(t+;,&)+- (t+;,&)2+4t].
(5.27)
Then (u, v) solves (5.1) if and only if (,, ) solves
,xx+sf (,, )(a1&b1 f (,, )&c1 g(,, ))=0 in (0, 1),
{d2xx+ g(,, )(a2&b2 f (,, )&c2 g(,, ))=0 in (0, 1), (5.28),x=x=0 at x=0, 1.
We first study the shadow system of (5.28). That is, by letting s=0 and
t=0 in (5.28): Since g(,, )=&;, for t=0 and ;,, we arrive at
{
d2xx+(&;*)[a2&c2(&;*)]&b2 *=0, x=0 at x=0, 1,
|
1
0
1
&;* \a1&
b1*
&;*+&c1=0, (5.32)
where *>0 is some constant to be determined along with . Our goal here
is to construct a positive solution of the shadow system (5.29), and then
use this solution to construct a non-constant positive solution of (5.28) for
sufficiently small s and t. We should mention that when both s and t are
sufficiently small, (5.28) may have other types of solutions besides those
close to solutions of (5.29).
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Lemma 5.12. Under the same assumptions of Theorem 5.11, there exists
a small d

>0 such that for each d2d
, (5.29) has a positive non-constant
solution (x; d2), with *(d2)  u*v* as d2  0+, where (u*, v*) is the
unique positive constant solution of (5.1).
Proof. We introduce some new parameters to transform (5.29) into a
simpler form. First, let *=u*v*+{. It is easy to see that for small {, the
quadratic equation
c2x2&(c2v*&b2u*&2c2;{) x&{(c2;v*&;b2u*&c2;2{&b2)=0
(5.30)
has exactly two roots, w1({) and w2({), with w1({)  0 as {  0. Set
{c0({)#v*&b2u*c2&2;{&2w1({),#(1+;u*) v*&w1({)&c0({) 9. (5.31)
Then, it is easy to check that (, *) solves (5.29) if and only if (9, {) solves
{
d2
c2 c0({)
9xx&9+9 2=0, 9x=0 at x=0, 1,
|
1
0 \
a1
v*&w1({)&c0({) 9&;{
&
b1(u*v*+{)
(v*&w1({)&;{&c0({) 9 )2+=c1 .
(5.32)
Note that the assumption on aj , bj , cj ( j=1, 2) guarantees that c0({)>0
for small { (see (5.36)). It is well known that for sufficiently small d2 and
{, the problem
d2
c2 c0({)
9xx&9+9 2=0, 9x=0 at x=0, 1, (5.33)
has a spiky solution with its unique peak located at x=0. We denote this
solution of (5.33) by 9(x; d2 , {), and use it to construct solutions of (5.32),
which will in turn yield solutions of (5.29).
Now, for small d2 and {, set
F(d2 , {)=|
1
0 \
a1
v*&w1({)&c0({) 9&;{
&
b1(u*v*+{)
(v*&w1({)&;{&c0({) 9 )2+&c1 ,
where 9#9(x; d2 , {) for d2>0; set 9(x, d2 , {)#0 for d20.
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It is easy to see that F(0, 0)=0. To apply the Implicit Function
Theorem, we need to show that both F and F{ are continuous for d2 , {
small, and (F{)(0, 0){0.
For { sufficiently small, we see that 9(x; d2 , {) is uniformly bounded,
and converges to zero pointwisely in (0, 1] as d2  0. Similarly as before,
we can show that the operator
d2
c2 c0({)
d 2
dx2
&1+29(x; d2 , {)
is uniformly bounded and invertible from L p to L p for any p # [1, ], and
its inverse is also uniformly bounded from L p to L p for any p # [1, ].
Therefore, 9{(x; d2 , {) is uniformly bounded, and converges to zero in
L p norm for any p< as d2  0+. By applying these results, we see
that F and F{ are continuous functions near (0, 0). To show that
(F{)(0, 0){0, we first find that
w$1(0)=&;+b2 (c2 v*&b2 u*), (5.34)
where c2v*&b2u*>0 (see (5.36)). Then, after some calculations, we get
F
{
(0, 0)=(b2c1&b1c2)[v*(c2v*&b2u*)]{0 (5.35)
because b1 b2{c1 c2 . Thus, the Implicit Function Theorem implies that
(5.32) has a family of solutions 9(x; d2 , {(d2)), with {(d2)  0 as d2  0+.
Recall that
{*=u*v*+{(d2),=(1+;u*) v*&w1({)&c0({) 9(x; d2 , {(d2)).
To make sure that (, *) solves (5.29), we have to ensure that >;*
under our assumptions. We consider the case
a1
a2
# \12 \
b1
b2
+
c1
c2+ , \
1
4
b1
b2
+
3
4
c1
c2++
only because the other case can be treated similarly. It is not hard to check
that if
a1
a2
# \12 \
b1
b2
+
c1
c2+ , \
1
4
b1
b2
+
3
4
c1
c2++ ,
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then b1 b2 <a1 a2 <c1c2 . Therefore, we have
{
c2v*&b2u*=
a2b2c2
b2 c1&b1c2 \
2a1
a2
&
c1
c2
&
b1
b2+>0,
3b2u*&c2v*=
a2 b2c2
b2c1&b1 c2 \
b1
b2
+
3c1
c2
&
4a1
a2 +>0.
(5.36)
It is easy to check that c0({)  v*&b2 u*c2 as {  0, and maxx # [0, 1]
9(x; d2 , {(d2))= 32+o(1) for sufficiently small d2 . Therefore, for small d2
and any x # [0, 1],
(x)&;*(1+;u*) v*+o(1)& 32 (v*&b2 u*c2)&;(u*v*+o(1))
=12(3b2u*c2&v*)+o(1)>0.
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.12. K
Remark 5.13. The multidimensional counterpart of (5.33) has been
studied quite extensively, see, e.g., [3, 1011].
Proof of Theorem 5.11. Define an operator F(s, t, ,, {, ) by
F(s, t, ,, {, )
,xx+sP[ f ({+,, )[a1&b1 f ({+,, )&c1 g({+,, )]]
=\ | 10 f ({+,, )[a1&b1 f ({+,, )&c1 g({+,, )] + .d2xx+ g({+,, )[a2&b2 f ({+,, )&c2 g({+,, )]
Note that the parameter t is hidden in the definition of functions f and g.
Let X and Z be defined as in the proof of Proposition 5.10. Then, for large
p, F is an analytic mapping from R2_Z_(0, )_[u # W 2, p& , u>0] to
X_R1_L p.
Let ((x; d2), *(d2)) be the solution as obtained in Lemma 5.12. It is
easy to see that F(0, 0, 0, *(d2), (x; d2))=0. Moreover, the derivative of F
with respect to (,, {, ) at (s, t, ,, {, )=(0, 0, 0, *(d2), (x; d2)) is given
by
D(,, {, ) F | (0, 0, 0, *(d2), (x; d2))
d 2
dx2
0 0
=\ V { | 10 \ a1 ;&b1(&;*)2& 2;b1 {(&;{)3+ { | 10 \ &a1(&;{)2+ 2b1 {(&;{)3++ .V &b2+; | 1
0
[2c2(&;{)&a2] d2
d 2
dx2
+[a2&2c2(&;{)]
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Similarly as in the proof of Proposition 5.11, D(,, {, )F | (0, 0, 0, *(d2), (x; d2)) is
invertible if and only if the problem
’d2 |
1
0 \
a1;&b1
(&;*)2
&
2;b1{
(&;{)3+
(5.37)
+|
1
0 \
&a1
(&;{)2
+
2b1 {
(&;{)3+ ‘d2=0,
’d2 _&b2+; |
1
0
(2c2(&;{)&a2)&
+_d2 d
2
dx2
+(a2&2c2(&;{))& ‘d2=0
has only the trivial solution ‘d2(x)#0 and ’d2=0. Suppose not, without
loss of generality, we may assume that &‘d2 &L2+|’|=1. By passing to a
subsequence if necessary, ’d2  ’. Note that the inverse operator of
d2(d 2dx2)+[a2&2c2(&;{)] is bounded from L p to L p for any
p # [1, ]. Since *(d2)  u*v* and (x; d2)  v*+;u*v* pointwisely in
(0, 1], by the second equation of (5.37), we see that ‘d2  ‘ in L
p for any
p1, where ‘ is some constant satisfying |‘|+|’|=1. Furthermore, by let-
ting d2  0, we see from (5.37) that (’, ‘) satisfies
\&b1+;(a1&2b1 u*)&b2+;(2c2 v*&a2)
&a1+2b1u*
a2&2c2v* +\
’
‘+=\
0
0+ . (5.38)
However, it is easy to check that
Det \&b1+;(a1&2b1 u*)&b2+;(2c2v*&a2)
&a1+2b1u*
a2&2c2v* +=(b1c2&b2 c1) v*{0.
(5.39)
This implies that the only solution of (5.38) is ‘=’=0, which contradicts
|‘|+ |’|=1. Hence, for sufficiently small d2 , D(,, {, ) F | (0, 0, 0, *(d2), (x; d2)) is
invertible. Now the conclusion of Theorem 5.11 follows from the Implicit
Function Theorem. K
5.2. Cases (b) and (c) of Theorem 4.1
In this subsection, we are mainly concerned with the cases (b) and (c)
of Theorem 4.1. Since the occurrence of the alternative (ii) in the case (b)
has been proved in Theorem 5.11, in the following we shall discuss the
alternative (i*) in the case (b).
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Theorem 5.14. Suppose that a1 a2>b1 b2 and ;0. There exists a
small d

>0 such that for any d2 # (0, d
], we can find a large d >0 such that
if d1d and :d , (5.1) has a non-constant positive solution (u:, d1 , v:, d1),
with (u:, d1 , :v:, d1)  ({(1+v), v) uniformly in [0, 1] as :   and
d1  , where (v, {) solves (4.2).
The proof of theorem 5.13 is almost identical to that of Proposition 5.10,
and we only need to modify the definition of the operator F. Let t=1d1
and s=1:, and define
F(s, t, ,, {, )
d2,xx+ g({+, ,)[a2&b2 f ({+, ,)&c1 tg({+, ,)]
=\ | 10 g({+, ,)[a2&b2 f ({+, ,)&c1tg({+, ,)] + ,xx+sP[ f ({+, ,)[a1&b1 f ({+, ,)&c1 g({+, ,)]]
where g is given in (5.3), and f (, ,)=,(1+ g(, ,)). The remaining
argument is the same as that of Proposition 5.10, and thus we omit the
details.
Regarding the case (c) of Theorem 4.1, we have the following result.
Theorem 5.15. Suppose that a1 a2>b1 b2 and ;0. There exists a
small d

>0 such that for any d2<d
, we can find a large : such that if :: ,
then there exists a large d such that if d1d , (5.1) has a non-constant
positive solution (ud1 , vd1), with (ud1 , :vd1)  ({(1+v), v) uniformly in [0, 1]
as d1  , where (v, {) solves (4.4).
Proof. We follow closely the proofs of Propositions 5.9 and 5.10. Let
d2==2 and (,(x; =), *(=)) be the solution of (5.20) as obtained in Proposi-
tion 5.9. We first consider the following problem with small t, which is a
perturbation of (5.20).
{
=2,xx+ g(*, ,) _a2& b2 *1+ g(*, ,)&c2 tg(*, ,)&=0,
,
& }0=0,
|
1
0
1
1+ g(*, ,) \a1&
b1 *
1+ g(*, ,)
&c1 tg(*, ,)+=0.
(5.40)
We use (,(x; =), *(=)), the solution of (5.20), to construct solution of (5.40).
For this purpose, set
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F(t, *, ,)=\
=2,xx+ g(*, ,) _a2& b2 *1+ g(*, ,)&c2 tg(*, ,)&
|
1
0
1
1+ g(*, ,) \a1&
b1 *
1+ g(*, ,)
&c1tg(*, ,)+ + . (5.41)
It is easy to see that F(0, *(=), ,( } ; =))=0, and F is an analytic mapping
from R2_W 2, p& (0) to L
p_R1 for large p. It suffices to show that the linear
operator D(*, ,)F | (0, *(=), ,( } ; =)) is invertible, that is, the problem
{_
=2
d 2
dx2
+h,(*(=), ,(x; =)& ,=+h*(*(=), ,(x; =)) ’= 0,
|
1
0 \
&a1
(1+ g)2
+
2b1 *
(1+ g)3+ g,,=+|
1
0 \
&b1&a1 g*
(1+ g)2
+
b1*
(1+ g)3+ ’==0
(5.42)
has only the trivial solution ,=(x)#0 and ’= 0 for small =. Suppose not,
we may assume that &,=&L2+|’= |=1. Since h*(*(=), ,(x; =) converges to
zero in L p for any p1, and the inverse of =2(d 2dx2)+h,(*(=), ,(x; =)) is
bounded from L p to itself, thus ,=(x) converges to zero in L p for any p1.
It then follows from the second equation of (5.42) that as =  0, subject to
passing to a subsequence, ’=  0 because g* and g are uniformly bounded
and converge to zero pointwisely in (0, 1], and g, is uniformly bounded.
This contradicts &,=&L2+|’= |=1, and thus D(*, ,) F | (0, *(=), ,(x; =)) is invert-
ible. Therefore, the Implicit Function Theorem implies that for sufficiently
small =, there exists a small $>0, such that if |t|$, (5.40) has a positive
non-constant solution (,t(x; *(=)), *t(=)), with (,t(x; *(=))  ,(x; *(=)) and
*t(=)  *(=) as =  0.
Once this is done, Theorem 5.14 can be proved in the same way as
Proposition 5.10, by using the solution ,(x; *(=), t) of (5.40) and its
non-degeneracy. K
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